my Perspectives
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

DIGITAL WALKTHROUGH

OPEN POSSIBILITIES
Technology is a tool for teaching, learning, and connecting. myPerspectives helps you use technology to raise student interest, deepen thinking, start conversations, encourage collaboration, find great instructional resources, and ultimately, prepare students to be ready for a technology driven world. Open possibilities. OPEN MINDS.
REALIZE YOUR POTENTIAL

PearsonRealize.com

FIND CONTENT QUICKLY
View content, resources, and assessments in one place.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
Add content, modify it, rearrange it, and link it.

ACCESS SMART DATA
Check mastery, track progress, respond to needs.

MANAGE YOUR CLASS
Set up classes and manage your student rosters.

SHARE AND COLLABORATE
Assign projects to a single student, a group, or class.

GET CREATIVE AND PERSONALIZE LEARNING
Make PowerPoints, use pdfs, and add multimedia to personalize your lessons.
GETTING STARTED

Pearson Realize is a powerful learning management system that allows you to access all instructional resources and interactive tools quickly and easily from one place. To preview myPerspectives, contact your local Pearson representative for a school code and name and follow the instructions below.

1. Go to pearsonrealize.com
2. Click on Sign Up and click Enter Your School Code.
3. Enter School Name:

1. Go to pearsonrealize.com
2. Click on Sign Up and click Enter Your School Code.
3. Enter School Name:
TABLE OF CONTENTS

All program resources are easily accessible from the Table of Contents page.

1. Click to view **Standards** and where they are taught.

2. Click to view the additional **Tools** available for you and your students.

3. Additional **Teacher Resources** are available at point of use.

4. Click **Rearrange** to customize your curriculum.

5. Access the **Interactive Teacher’s Edition** and **Interactive Student Edition** here.

6. Customize the curriculum with hundreds of additional resources.

7. Easy access to all **Unit Resources** and **Assessments**.

**NOTE:** Choose thumbnail or list view options.
UNIT RESOURCES

Quickly find program-level and unit-level resources.

All resources, selections, and lessons for the unit appear.
Choose a lesson to view available resources or choose a document to view or download.

REMEMBER: You can customize your lesson sequence and content!
LESSON RESOURCES

Easily access selection and/or lesson resources.

1. The **Interactive Student Edition** link brings you directly to the lesson in the eText.

2. Assignable **audio summaries** in English and Spanish.

3. **English Language Support** lessons.

4. Support for selection activities.

5. Quick summary description of the lesson and the standards.

6. Assign portions of the selection/lesson or assign the entire collection of resources.

7. Edit, rearrange, and upload your own resources.

**Printable resources are editable!**
NEXT GENERATION ETEXT

Access resources and support all from within the eText.

1. Access the **Interactive Teacher’s** and **Student Edition** from the **Table of Contents**.

Resources are at point-of-use and are downloadable.
NEXT GENERATION ETEXT

Access resources and support all from within the eText.

2. Additional English Language Support includes teaching notes and additional downloadable resources.

2. What other words in the selection connect to this concept?

Possible Response:
eminence (paragraph 39),
crater (paragraph 40)

Concept Vocabulary and Word Study

PERSONALIZE FOR LEARNING

English Language Support
Display words that tell about order of events: first, next, after, last, afterward, subsequently, before, before long, as soon as, later, and finally.

Present these events from “The Seventh Man” and have students use time-order words to explain the sequence in which they occur in the story. EMERGING PL7

Have students provide using the time-order words and phrases to describe the order of events in a section of “The Seventh Man.” BRIDGING PL7

As students become more comfortable describing order of events, have them combine sentences and create more complex sentences to describe events in the story. DIGITAL TEACHER’s Edition

English Language Support Lesson on order of events is available in the Digital Teacher’s Edition.
NEXT GENERATION ETEXT

Students have access to multimedia resources and interactive tools at point of use.

1. Easy access to Background, Author, and Standards information.
2. Selection audio at point of use.
3. Annotation tools to highlight text and write comments.
4. Quick access to the entire Table of Contents.

Access Audio & Video directly from the Print Student Edition via the BouncePages app!

Offline Access Available!
NEXT GENERATION ETEXT

Make learning come alive with interactive resources and tools.

5. Integrated Notebook captures student responses to activities and allows for easy submission to the teacher.

6. Interactive resources can be completed digitally or printed out.
ASSESSMENTS AND DATA

Technology-enhanced items allow students to practice answering questions in the same formats they will experience on Next-Generation Assessments.

Meaningful Data
As students complete assignments and assessments, Pearson Realize generates data to monitor progress and inform instruction.

In-Depth and Real Time Reporting
Teachers have access to detailed information on student mastery, progress, and usage.
CURRENT EVENTS

*Listen Current* brings even more relevance to the myPerspectives classroom!

1. Audio stories that are aligned to the texts brings the power of public radio to the classroom.

2. Current events are updated daily giving you access to Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science stories.

Multimodal Learning with Relevant Audio Stories
ESSAYSCORER

EssayScorer automatically grades students’ essays and provides immediate feedback for revisions.
**myPERSPECTIVES+**

myPerspectives+ provides hundreds of additional teacher resources you can use to customize your lessons. Student-facing interactive lessons, grammar tutorials, and digital trade books allow students to work independently.

1. **Over 140+ digital trade books**
2. **Interactive writing and whiteboard lessons**
3. **Graphic organizers, generic rubrics, and grammar and reading skills worksheets**
ALWAYS LEARNING

Pearson
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